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CTECH NAMED IN
AGS’ TOP 11

IT CONSULTANCIES
IN CANADA

CTECH Consulting Group is proud to have ranked in
AGS’ list of the Top 11 IT Consultancies in Canada.

CTECH Consulting Group is proud to have ranked in AGS’ list of the Top 11 IT Consultancies in Canada. Every year, AGS carefully evaluates and reviews IT 
companies in Toronto, Calgary, Ottawa, Montreal, and throughout Canada to determine those that are delivering the highest quality of service to their 
clients, and this year, CTECH achieved a 5-star rating and made the list.

According to AGS, “CTECH Consulting Group goes the extra mile for clients to help them achieve success, becoming an extended and proactive arm of 
their operations. This is one of the top-rated Calgary IT consulting companies offering enterprise business analysis and cutting-edge IT.”

AAGS specically noted CTECH’s expert business analysis and workplace eciency support services as contributing to their 5-star rating. This 
commitment to assisting clients with business innovation makes CTECH one of the top IT consultancies in the country.

“From cutting-edge, modern solutions to solid cybersecurity strategies, this is one of the most trusted Calgary IT consulting companies,” concluded AGS 
on their website.

The CTECH team takes pride in helping Calgary businesses grow and stay secure. They treat every customer as if they were their only customer. Just 
one of CTECH’s remarkable assets is that they know Calgary, and they know IT, which makes for a win-win situation.

ABOUT ABOUT AGS

AGS Ranking and Review Publishing Entity provides worldwide content, rankings, and independent reviews of top rms and practices across different 
industries and sectors. They are headquartered in Silicon Valley, California, and operate across the globe.

For more information, get in touch with the CTECH team today at (403) 457-1478 or info@ctechgroup.net.
 

ABOUT CTECH CONSULTING GROUP INC.

CTECH has been proudly serving Calgary businesses for more than a decade. Their focus has always been 
ststrategizing with clients to support business needs, fulll business goals, and optimize IT in a way that ensures 
business-owners remain competitive in the marketplace. CTECH employs a proactive approach to IT management, 
taking charge of technology to ensure it is constantly running eciently. Their team of experts is available 24/7 to 
handle any issues that may arise as quickly as possible.


